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Bang bang hit it up feel my cup I'm feeling up
Double diamonds zip it up ohh
I'm feeling, I'm feeling your love, uhh yeah
Okay bring the girls, time for pussy cat to purr
You just have to wait your turn, ohh
'Cause I'm runnin I'm runnin the world

Chorus:
Oh oh oh, ohhh, oh oh oh, ohhh
Gotcha gotcha gotcha by the collar and you're coming
with me
Oh oh oh, ohh, oh oh oh, ohh
Gotcha gotcha gotcha in a pocket where I want you to
be

Ohh

Hahaha
Mhhm

So you got all the cash and a big kick stash
And your balls on whack so
But it's all just in that
Here we go
High beings turned on we do the impossible
I kinda feeling so, 
Are you feeling, are you feeling my love
Ohh yeah

Chorus:
Oh oh oh, ohhh, oh oh oh, ohhh
Gotcha gotcha gotcha by the collar and you're coming
with me
Oh oh oh, ohh, oh oh oh, ohh
Gotcha gotcha gotcha in a pocket where I want you to
be

Call you're beating hard to my door
Call, you're bang in feet to the floor
Ohh, go all turning to gold
Gold gold gold gold
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Chorus:
Oh oh oh, ohhh, oh oh oh, ohhh
Gotcha gotcha gotcha by the collar and you're coming
with me
Oh oh oh, ohh, oh oh oh, ohh
Gotcha gotcha gotcha in a pocket where I want you to
be

I got you where I want you to be yeah
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